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ABSTRACT
Due to gradual depletion of fossil energy resources and
the increasingly serious issue of environmental
pollution, the scale of renewable energy has been
increasing. The demand for wind energy has made it a
top competitor as a renewable energy resource. But with
all this said, Wind Turbines (WT) manifest many faults
along the drive train from the blades to the converter.
Some are more prominent than others and more
frequent. Three types of major failures are common;
failure in electrical subsystems, failure in mechanical
subsystems and failures in structural subsystems. This
paper is a technical state of the art review as part of a
research for WT fault classification. The first highlight
of this review covers the WTs critical failures as well as
detection algorithms. The second highlight will go into
the details of the state of the art and future development
of prognosis methods and data analysis techniques that
are based on well-built algorithms for remaining useful
life calculation and predictions. As a conclusion, the
optimal choice is a data collection and diagnosis using
stator current signatures, analysed by a discrete wavelet
transform with feature extraction optimized by a genetic
algorithm, like an Artificial Bee Colony.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Due to gradual depletion of fossil energy
resources and the increasingly serious issue of
environmental pollution, the scale of renewable
energy has been increasing. Multiplied worldwide
demand for energy has made wind energy a
forerunner as a renewable energy source [1]. In
Europe, the aim is to achieve 20% of renewable
power generation by 2020, in accordance with
Kyoto protocol [2]. In The USA, three cities are
currently running on 100% renewable energy. The
first two U.S. cities to reach the goal were
Burlington, Vermont and Greensburg, Kansas.

Aspen is the third as of September 2015. A new
study done between Stanford University and U.C
Berkeley is the first of its kind to outline how each
of the 50 states can achieve such a transition by
2050, which saw a 39% reduction in total end-use
power demand that year. WTs are power plants that
are usually located in isolated areas where there is
lack of power from the local grids. These systems
are usually unmanned [3]. Being exposed to the
elements of nature, WT are subjected to different
weather conditions which include high winds,
lightning, extreme heat and cold, sleet and snow.
These external variables cause WTs to have highly
intermittent operation and intense mechanical stress
thus causing subsystems to fail [4]. In this case, WT
system reliability will become a major concern in
the future thus leading to the need of highly
performing fault diagnosis and Condition
Monitoring Systems (CMS) [5, 6].
Data collection can come from WT’s main
components, like the drive train which includes the
shaft, main bearing, generator and gearbox. The
type of collected data affects the type of data
analysis techniques to be used. Stator current
signature analysis is gaining popularity for
detection mechanical and electrical faults and can
be a solution for sensor faults and failures within
mechanical systems. Induction machines fault
diagnosis techniques based on Stator currents
spectrum analysis for fault diagnosis have gained
intense interest in the past decades. Many
researchers have conducted extensive studies
regarding this issue and came up with results which
have demonstrated the validity of this method as a
fault monitoring technique. In some papers, it has
been explained and highlighted that faults in the
drivetrain can inject additional components in the
stator current spectrum in particular around the
supply frequency value, and modulate the current
signals of the generator. In this case, the
development of these methods is helpful for
deciphering this data and having much useful
information for classification and later prediction of
faults. The motivation for this review is as an
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evaluation research for detecting and classifying
WT faults, to finally choose the most optimal
detecting method, coupled with a solid feature
gathering and signal processing method.
The paper in hand acts as a literature review on
the different faults that manifest in WTs, as well as
for the state of the art of the techniques of detection,
classification analysis and prediction of said faults.
It’s divided into six sections. Section 2 describes the
structure and types of a WT. In order to have a
better understanding of the failures affecting a WT,
Section 3 presents a general overview of the
different failures that affect WT subsystems as well
as their effect on energy production. Section 4 will
go over the several condition monitoring and fault
detection methods to determine the most
appropriate ones. Section 5 and 6 detail the different
data analysis, classification and prediction
algorithms. Conclusions are given in Section 7
where the optimal choice is made.
2. WIND TURBINE STRUCTURE,
COMPONENTS AND TYPES
2.1 WT Structure configuration
WTs are intricate electromechanical systems
that have the ability to extract the kinetic power of
the wind and convert it into electricity [1, 7] as
presented in Figure 1. Rotor blades are constructed
to extract the maximum power from the wind. The
Wind power formula is stated as following [8, 9]:
𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀 = 𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃 (𝜆𝜆, 𝛽𝛽). 𝑃𝑃𝑊𝑊
(1)
1
2
3
𝑃𝑃𝑊𝑊 = 2 . 𝜋𝜋. 𝑅𝑅 . 𝑉𝑉 . 𝜌𝜌𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
(2)
Where PW and PM represent the wind power
and the mechanical power of the wind respectively,
CP is the performance coefficient of the turbine, R
designates the rotor radius, V represents the wind
speed and 𝜌𝜌𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 the air density. The equation above
clearly shows that the mechanical power is directly
proportional to the wind power multiplied by the
performance coefficient factor 𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃 (𝜆𝜆, 𝛽𝛽) which is
dependent on λ and β. λ is the tip speed ratio of the
blade tip speed to the wind speed and β represents
the pitch angle of the blade in degrees. 𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃 Is at a
maximum when β=0 and λ=8.1. By introducing the
torque coefficient𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚 , the mechanical torque 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
can be determined in the following relations [8, 9]:
𝐶𝐶
𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚 = 𝑝𝑝�𝜆𝜆
(3)
1
2
3
𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 = 2 . 𝜋𝜋. 𝑅𝑅 . 𝐶𝐶𝑚𝑚 . 𝑉𝑉 . 𝜌𝜌𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴
(4)
The typical range of rotational speeds for multiMW WTs is between 10-14 rpm.
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Figure 1: Energy conversion scheme of WTs [8]

2.2 WT Components
In all modern WTs, the number of blades is
three. The main sections of a WT are shown in
Figure 2. The system is made of three main
sections, Structural, Mechanical and Electrical. The
Mechanical and Electrical sections include rotor
blades, brakes and hydraulic system, a gearbox (or
no gearbox for direct drive WTs), yaw system, a
generator, a power control system (converter), and
a transmission system (transformer) for connection
to the power grid [7, 10].
The power collected by the rotor blades is of low
speed and high torque. To convert this power to
electrical power, a gearbox and generator as well as
a power electronic interface is needed. The gearbox
increases the speed of the turbine main shaft to
adapt to the generator’s higher speed, while the
generator does the conversion from mechanical to
electrical power. Electronic converters and a
transformer make the connection to the grid
possible. This power conversion system is all
mounted on a tower or mast with concrete
foundation and enclosed in a nacelle, which
comprise the Structural section. Each of the above
mentioned sections can be broken down to many
subassemblies or subsystems [11]. Table 1
summarizes the complete structure of a wind
turbine with its various subsystems.
2.3 Types of WTs
WTs are of two main configurations, fixed speed
and variable speed. Nowadays, WT are inserted
with Induction generators or Permanent magnet
generators. Early WTs were fixed speed and with
ratings less than 1 MW. The type of generator used
was standard squirrel-cage induction generator,
directly connected to the grid with a multistage
gearbox. These types were in production until the
end of the 1990’s. Due to the fixed speed WTs’
many shortcomings, many improvements were
introduced. Below are mentioned the most critically
issues that fixed speed WTs faced:
•
•
•

Stopping in emergencies. This was difficult
due to presence of only air mechanical
brakes,
Noise,
Mediocre power quality,
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•

The necessity of a reactive power
compensator to eliminate the reactive
power drawn by turbine generators from the
utility grid,

A better technology started to become in use;
the variable speed WT. These WTs are known to
achieve maximum aerodynamic efficiency over a
wide range and to continuously adjust by
accelerating and decelerating to the speed range of
the wind. Contrary to a fixed speed system, a
variable speed system keeps the generator torque
nearly constant. It is also designed to reduce stress
on mechanical components, mainly the shaft and
the gearbox, while maximizing power capture and
minimizing audible noise [10, 12].
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Figure 2: Main sections of a Wind Conversion System [8]
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3. FAILURE IN WIND TURBINES
Concerning WT faults, many statistical analysis
that were undertaken showed that the availability
and reliability of WTs depend on many factors like
size, age, weather conditions, location, wind speed,
and failure rates of subassemblies factors. As per
E.Chavarria et al. [11] and Hahn et al. [13],

manufactures design WTs to operate for a period of
20 to 25 years. E.Chavarria et al. [11], performed a
15 years research on different rated WTs, to study
the frequency of WTs failures with respect to
increasing operational age. The results showed that
the number of incidents for each WT per
operational year tend to be higher for higher rated
turbines. According to other surveys and studies
conducted in [14-17], the frequency of failures in
WTs vary with the scale and type. Their findings is
summarized in Fig 3 show that with the trend in
WTs manufacturing going towards higher rated
capacity systems and newer, less mature
technologies like direct drive technology, the
reliability decreases and initial failure rates are
projected to increase. Ahmad et al [18], Amirat et
al [19] and Hahn [20], all discussed the three
fundament failure patterns of WT mechanical
systems throughout its operating life, which are
represented by the reliability of the system as
operating years (time) in function of failure rate.
This is called the bathtub curve. Stenberg and al.
[21] based their study on WT performance and
failure data collected for 72 WTs in Finland by the
Technical Research Centre of Finland. Failure
statistics from these 72 WTs were collected for
years 1996 to 2008. Figure. 4 represents the
number of faults caused by technical failure per
turbine per operating years. It clearly shows that, as
the system ages, the deterioration phase becomes
faster and the system reaches a wear-out period.
Due to the complex nature of a WT system and the
existence of many subsystems within the main
system, different types of failure can occur. Some
happen more frequently than others and some are
critical enough to cause downtime on energy
production.
Failures in WTs system are either due to design
and manufacturing causes, O&M (Operations and
Maintenance) practices and environmental impact
[22]. Many authors have studied the distribution of
failure rates between subassemblies of the WTs
and downtimes of each components. Ribrant [4]
studied the number of failures in comparison to the
downtime per component, for four consecutive
years, in a Swedish plant. He concluded that most
failure rates are related to the electrical and power
control systems where as the most downtime is
related to gearbox which can reach up to 256 hours
per failure and 6,057 hours downtime per year and
control system failures which can reach up to 184.6
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hours per failure and 5,724 hours average
downtime per year.
Alwine [22] collected the statistics of 1200 WTs
generator repairs on differently rated machines of
less than 1MW, between 1 and 2 MW and more
than 2 MW and mapped the results out for
component type in function of percentage of failure
occurrence rate. His statistics showed that the
cumulative percentage of failures happens on the
bearings and comparison with study being done at
Durham University proved that failure in bearings
was the main root cause of failure for wind
generators (in blue) and industrial rotating electrical
machines (in red) , as is reflected in Figure 5.
According to a report issued by [23], 63.1% of
failures consequences result in plant shutdown, for
the same period. In addition, it is noticed that the
failure frequency varies with the wind speed.
For wind speeds above 12 m/s, the failures are
bound to occur about twice as high as the frequency
of wind classes [24]. Investigations done for wind
farms in three European countries who are major
contributors in the wind power industry, have
highlighted how critical gearboxes failures are with
respect to failure rates and mean down time. These
finding are in concurrence with the results in [4] and
[22].

Figure 3: Distribution of failure frequencies between different
turbine types [11]

Figure 4: Reliability in function of Operational Years [18]

Figure 5. Comparison of root cause failures in both wind and
industrial generators [19].

Mothanna. A.Aziz and al. [24] also mentioned
that critical failures affect the rotor blades, even
though being rare with respect to failures in other
parts of the mechanical system. These types of
failures can occur in higher rates in hostile
environment.
Another important finding is that smaller and
older turbines have a lower frequency of failures
compared to bigger sized wind turbines [25].
Studies have been done on the two types of WTs,
the direct drive turbines and the indirect drive to
compare the failure rates. Since the gearbox is a
main characteristic of indirect drive WTs, a
supposition that the indirect drive machine is then
more susceptible to gearbox failures. Results based
on system annual efficiency and cost, show the total
opposite, where direct drive WTs have a higher
failure rate on the electrical system (both the
electrical level and power converters level) than the
gearbox failure rates in their indirect drive
counterparts, while generator failure rates are
nearly twice as recurrent [26,27], thus the real
benefits of direct-drive WTs over geared ones are
still inconclusive, and more data collection from
operating direct drive systems need to be collected
over a number of years for comparison.
Based on statistical surveys, Crabtree [28]
inducted on European Wind Turbines, in
comparison of failure rates and downtime for
different WT subassemblies, he concluded that
gearbox downtime cause the highest percentage in
power production lose that any other subassembly.
Minghao Zhao and al. [29] investigated the fault
mechanism of icing on rotor blades. In the study, it
is shown that icing has a detrimental effect on the
aerodynamics of the blades, since the accumulation
of ice changes the geometry as well as cause the
misalignment of the rotor centre of rotation which
creates excessive vibration.
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3.1 Failures Modes in the Electrical Subsystems
The major number of failures in a WT happen in
the electrical system and are due to control system
failures, sensor failures and grid connection faults.
Electronics controls in the WT account to about 1%
of the total WT cost only, whereas their failure rates
is 13% and the downtime caused by the failures is
18%. The rate of failure of grid connection faults
add up to 17.5% with a 14.3% downtime and sensor
faults to 14.5% with a 5.4% of downtime [4].
Effective diagnosing of power electronics is
hard, even with the advancement of diagnostic
techniques because the time lapse between the fault
appearing and a catastrophic failure is very small
[30]. Many studies have concluded that the main
reason behind power electronic faults in WT is the
defected semiconductors. In wind generation
systems, the three level Neutral Point Clamped
(NPC) technology is widely used among the multilevel converter technology and is part of a back to
back converter topology [31]. The type of
converter is comprised of a grid side topology and
a generator side topology, where grid-side is known
as the NPC inverter and the generator side is known
as the NPC converter [32, 33].
As interest in increased system reliability has
become the focus of all studies in the WT field in
order to minimizes downtime and ensure low cost
of energy production. The NPC power converter
switch faults are further studied to improve the
system reliability. The generator side converter is
affected by short circuited switch faults and open
switch faults.
•

In the short circuited switch faults, a very high
current that is above rated value will flow in
the closed switches, causing serious failures
and even breakdowns to the system.

•

Open switch faults are caused by thermal
cycling. This causes a high collector current
which forces the current pattern distortion,
and can generate a torque ripple in the system
in addition to secondary failures in other
system parts that can propagate breakdown in
many sections of the system.

The grid side inverter, like the generator side
converter, is also affected by short circuit faults, as
well as, thermal loading faults due to grid related
faults [34].
•

When a short circuit happens in the grid,
there will be a voltage dip that will be

•

detected by the grid side inverter through the
AC bus.
Thermal loading causes overheating in the
inverters components (switches and diodes),
above the normal operating temperatures.

The other electrical component of the WT which
has a relatively high downtime is the generator,
about 9% per year with a frequency of failure per
year of 5% [4]. WT generators are subject to
failures in bearing mainly as well as in the stator and
rotor among others.
In induction machines, about 40% failures are
related to bearings, 38% in the stator and 10% to the
rotor. Faults in induction machines are the reason
for the manifestation of the phenomena such as
harmonics in the air-gap flux and phase currents,
excessive heating in the winding, increased torque
pulsation, decreased average torque and increased
losses thus a significant reduction in efficiency [35].
Strong vibration creates looseness inside the
generator. Looseness can cause insulation
deterioration, resulting in windings short circuits,
arcing currents, and partial discharge.
The most critical of faults inside a generator
manifest in the stator winding, this is mainly caused
by magnetic wedge loss. Magnetic wedge loss
happens in over speeding conditions when coils
become loose and can knock the wedges out of
place. The loss of these wedges can also let loose
conductive dust that can migrate through the stator
to the windings. These particles are affected by the
electrical field and can clump into larger particles
and fly onto the windings. They can heat up causing
arcs that can burn holes in the insulation and into
ground wall causing spectacular ground faults. This
eventually can lead to a fire in the generator [36]. It
is also very interesting to see that generator failures
begin with the manufacturing process thus choosing
the manufactures and spare part suppliers is very
important to insure the longevity of the system. In
addition to that, maintenance plays a very crucial
role that can affect the life of a WT.
Generator failures are categorized into four
failure root causes, design causes, maintenance
causes, operational causes, and environmental
causes.
1) Design causes:
a) Loose components,
b) Poorly crimped lead connections,
c) Inadequate
collector
ring/brush
performance,
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d) Rotor lead failures,
e) Inadequate Electrical insulation
2) Maintenance causes
a) Heat related failures due to problems in
cooling systems,
b) Collector ring contamination,
c) Bearing electrical and mechanical
failures,
d) Rotor lead damages due to bearing
damages,
e) Lost rotor wedges,
3) Operational causes
a) Over-speed conditions,
b) Inadequate grounding system,
c) Voltage irregularities,
d) Wrong converter rating (mismatching),
e) Stator connection short circuits,
f) Magnetic wedge loss,
4) Environmental causes
a) Wind Loading,
b) Icing,
c) Lightning/ Electric storms,
d) Moisture,
e) Thermal cycling
f)
A summary of failures and downtimes of
electrical components are presented in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Electrical subsystems percentage of failure rates and
downtime per year.

3.2 Failures Modes in Mechanical subsystems
The extreme environmental conditions which
WTs operate in include very changing
temperatures, dust and humidity, changing air
pressure and unpredictable loads caused by gust.
Mechanical failures in a WT usually manifest in the
drive train (main shaft, main bearings and
gearbox). Wind turbine drive trains are susceptible
to severe wear and tear conditions, fractures caused
by high cyclic fatigue and corrosion which is

caused by misalignment and over loads [37]. These
manifestations lead to increased failures in the
machine and component malfunction and damage.
In addition to the faults manifesting in the gearbox
and bearings, many faults appear in rotor blades,
yaw system, brakes, and hydraulic system and
pitch actuators as part of the faults in the
mechanical system. Several studies and surveys
across Europe and the USA have highlighted how
significant gearboxes failures are on the overall
WT, with a failure rates per year of 10% and mean
down time per year of 19.4% in WTs [4]. Most
gearbox failures are known to appear in the first
five years of use, and have yet to reach the twenty
year design life goal. Gearboxes are known to be
one of the most expensive parts of a WT, therefore,
in addition to loss of power from downtime caused
by gearbox failure, the price of the gearbox adds to
the cost of wind energy production. Wind farms
still suffer multiple gearbox repairs in the
operational life of their WTs as well as these repairs
being highly expensive, and this is despite all
efforts to improve gearbox designs.
1) Gearbox and Bearings faults: The NREL
(National Renewable Energy Laboratory) Gearbox
Reliability Collaborative has answered many
question related to gearbox failures. “Most gearbox
failures do not begin as gear failures or gear-tooth
design deficiencies. The observed failures appear to
initiate at several specific bearing locations under
certain conditions, which may later advance into the
gear teeth as bearing debris and excess clearances
cause surface wear and misalignments.“
[38].Deterioration of bearing rollers generally starts
with an occurrence called micro pitting, which
consists of microscopic cracks in the roller surface
This happens when the oil film that separates
the roller from the races breaks down. As these
cracks accumulate the bearing roller starts to shed
its surface, creating small hard steel particles that
can contaminate the oil and are very small to be
filtered out. Even in a properly designed and
lubricated gearbox, oil film breakdown can occur
during transient events that can cause concentrated
loading and skidding of the bearing rollers on the
races [39]. These events are called torsional
reversals and include the below mentioned events.
These transient events might be infrequent but they
can be very severe:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Grid loss and Grid faults,
Generator short circuits,
High wind shutdowns and other emergency
stops,
Vibration,
Wind gusts,
Control system malfunctions,
Crowbar events.

from vibration signals [42-43]. It is important to
monitor the condition of wind turbine's vibration
and detect the fault of mass unbalance out of
vibration signals to avoid any catastrophic
failure.
d) Failures in blades due to brake failures and
gearbox fault can happen. They are systems
needed to shut down the system during high
winds for safety reasons and to extract useful
energy from the wind at low speeds,
respectively. If either system were to fail, the
blades are able to rotate at many times its normal
speed. The tips of a blade rotating out of control
could be travelling at very high speeds (nearly
1000 mph) and can be detached with an
enormous amount of kinetic energy and be flung
hundreds of meters away.

Torsional reversals cause the load zone of the
bearings to skew at almost a 180º angle.
Concentrated loads on the askew rollers can break
through the oil film [39, 40]. The common failure
modes that happen in the gearbox gears and
bearings of a WT are listed in Table 2.
2) Rotor Blades faults: Blades have a high failure
occurrence per year, of 13.4% and a downtime
e) The blades are made of fibre glass impregnated
incurred by those failures of about 9% per year [4].
with resin. They have good mechanical strength
Extreme weather conditions, like high wind loads
and have reduced weight. However, they are
lighting strikes and icing are mostly responsible for
brittle: resin ages and layers peel, sudden
loss of structural of integrity of rotor blades. Failure
impacts (like birds, bats and lightning) can cause
of gearbox and brakes is another indirect reason for
delamination and fibre breaks. [24]
faults in the blades [41]. Even though rare to occur,
a list of faults of rotor blades are mentioned below 3) Hydraulic system faults: This system is known to
and detailed.
have a high failure rate with respect to the
mechanical components of the WT, higher than the
a) Fire due to lighting strikes, where combustible
very critical gearbox, with a failure rate per year of
material in the turbine ignites causing fires to
13%, but usually the faults that manifest are dealt
break out which are fanned by the continually
with relatively fast making the downtime
rotating blades until they are completely burned
percentage per year about 4% [4]:
out and disintegrated. Large pieces of debris
falling from the height of the turbine result in
f) Common problems are failures in pumps and oil
damage of nearby property and sometime
leakages.
fatalities.
g) Old turbines tend to have problems with the
b) Icing is another serious problem for turbine
hydraulic system which have resulted in a mean
blades. Mostly icing is a concern in arctic
value of more than 5 % in the sixteenth
regions where large chunk of ice fall are flung
operational year.
off the blades onto surrounding areas. For
h) Valve failures can cause over speed and the
operational turbines, the ice debris on the blades
inability to shut the system down due to wind.
changes the blade aerodynamics and is known to
reduce mean power by 25%. The phenomenon
i) Leakage of hydraulic fluid can cause pollution
of icing debris build-up can also cause serious
to crops and trees.
excessive vibrations on the turbine which leads
4) Pitch Actuator faults: Faults related to blade
to blade high load fatigue and change in bending
pitching come mostly appear due to failures in the
moment. Reports stated that in southern Sweden
hydraulic system. Pitching mechanism can fail also
a farm was stopped for over 7 weeks during the
due to sensory faults and bearings faults. The
best operating period due to icing [29, 42].
amount of downtime caused by this type of failure
c) Another serious fault on the rotor blade is the
is minimal.
rotor mass imbalance which is a direct result of
5) Brakes failure: There are two different kinds of
debris build-up. This deviates or misaligns the
brakes in a wind turbine: Aerodynamic brake,
centre or rotation of the blades causing
called rotor tip brakes, and mechanical brakes.
excessive vibrations. Usually fault detection
Brake failure in any of the blades is very dangerous
systems depend a lot on information gathered
since it can cause an event called runaway turbine
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which is the result of over speeding of the blades.
This fault can propagate a series of events in the
nacelle and the hub making them imbalanced.
Consequently, the blade will hit the tower and slice
it, thus make it collapse with everything on it and
sending the disintegrated blades to be ejected to far
distances.

Table 2: Gearbox Failure Modes common to WTS
GEAR DAMAGE
Micro pitting

Tooth Cracking

a) These two types of breaks have different types
and causes of failures then, they are treated
differently from each other.
b) As per report analysis and statistics on 7 WT in
Finland over 15 years, [21], failures in the
mechanical brake have caused 2603 hours of
downtime which is about 1.2% of WT failure
rates/year and failures with the tip brake have
caused 13383 hours of downtime. Tip brake
failures are extremely rare about but if they
happen can be a cause of a lot of downtime. This
is becoming an old method of breaking as
pitching mechanism and is being adapted in the
newer model turbines. In the older still
operational turbines, these brakes become faulty
in the old age of the turbine.
6) Yaw motor failures: Yaw motor failure is one of
the most common reasons for downtime in WT of
about 13% yearly and also the reason for the largest
value of downtime in the eleventh operational year,
due to long waiting period for a new motor. The
failure frequency per year is also considerable and
it amounts to 6.7% of failures that manifest in a WT
yearly [4].
Some icing problems are also connected to the yaw
system. Figure. 7 clearly shows the failure rates and
downtimes of mechanical subcomponents. Figure
8. Summarizes and shows the different subsystems
compared to each other in function of failure rates
and downtimes per year of operation.

Spalling

High cycle bending
fatigue (Top failure)

Fretting corrosion (Top
failure)

BEARINGS
DAMAGE
Spalling

FAILURE ROOT CAUSES
• Improper tooth grinding
• Contaminated lubricant by
hard, sharp-edged
particles
• Due to inclusions and
metal debris from other
failed components causing
tooth stress and breakage.
• Operational overload
• Hertzian Fatigue
• Contaminated lubricant by
hard, sharp-edged
particles and poor
lubrication.
• Over rolling of debris
• localized stress due to
misalignment
• Due to Cyclic stress being
less than the material yield
strength hard, sharp-edged
particles and poor
lubrication.
• Deterioration of
contacting gear tooth
surfaces caused by minute
vibratory motion
• Poor Lubrication.
FAILURE ROOT CAUSES
•
•

•
Roller cracks
Scuffing (Top failures)

•
•

Abrasion (Top failures)

•
•

Oil leakage
High oil temperature
Figure 7: Mechanical subcomponents percentage of failure
rates and downtime per year

•
•
•
•
•

Hertzian Fatigue
Contaminated lubricant by
hard, sharp-edged
particles and poor
lubrication.
Over rolling of debris
localized stress due to
misalignment
Localized stress.
Transfer of material from
one bearing surface to
another due to welding
and tearing
Contamination of
lubricant by hard, sharpedged particles.
Poor lubrication can
promote wear between
rollers.
Bad Maintenance
Vibration
Overload
Failure in other
components
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Figure 8: Subsystem failure rate and downtime summary.

3.3 Failures Modes in Structural subsystems
Faults in Tower structure and nacelle are usually
caused by extreme weather conditions and by
other failures in WT components.
1) A tower can fracture and collapse after being
struck by blade. This can be during very high
winds or in case of collapse of blade for many
reasons. This causes the collapse of nacelle and
all the WT components within the nacelle
structure.

4.1 Comparison of Maintenance Approaches.
In WT systems, maintenance can be classified
into predictive which are performed before a
failure happens and corrective are performed after
it happens. In general, Maintenance can be:
• Corrective maintenance, or run to failure.
• Preventive maintenance (schedule-based);
• Predictive maintenance (condition-based).
In the case of preventive maintenance,
prevention cost can be quite high, but because
failures will rarely happen, the repair costs will be
low. In other words, preventive maintenance is
expensive.
With
corrective
or
reactive
maintenance, repairs will be expensive due to the
fact that many failures will occur but prevention
cost will be low. An intelligent mix between both
strategies can improve the system reliability while
reducing the maintenance cost. The estimated
annual contribution of the corrective and scheduled
condition-based maintenance to annual O&M cost
is represented in Figure 9.

2) Nacelle and rotor severed from tower during a
storm following problems with control system.
3) Metal fatigue.
4) Over speeding runaway turbine which is caused
by failure of brake system can cause the
collapse tower and nacelle as well as everything
in the nacelle to the ground.
5) Hurricanes can topple to whole turbine as well
as pull out the concrete foundation.

Figure 9: Cost of Energy in Relation to Type of Maintenance
[65]

4. CONDITION MONITORING

4.2 Condition Monitoring Techniques.
The Techniques are highlighted below and their
usage is explained.

WTs are usually installed in rural isolated areas
or in sea areas off shore. This makes them not easily
accessible for maintenance. In general,
maintenance or replacement of faulty parts in a WT
usually includes the cost of lifting equipment such
as cranes as well as specialized crews which can
create additional cost on the already expensive cost
of spare parts, and the cost of loss of power
generation due downtime created by the failure.
Therefore, research in the domain of fault
diagnostics and condition monitoring of wind
turbines has been gaining a lot of attention in the
past decade. Not many articles are found in the
literatures reviews concerning wind turbine
condition monitoring and fault diagnosis [14, 19,
28, 47-53]. Some methods are listed below.

1) Vibration Analysis: is the most common
technology used for condition monitoring of
rotating equipment. The types of sensors used
depend on the frequency range, relevant for the
monitoring. For WTs, it is applicable for
monitoring rollers and bearings of the gearbox,
the main bearing and the generator bearings.
Position
transducers,
velocity
sensors,
accelerometers, and spectral emission energy
sensors are used for low, middle, high, and veryhigh-frequency ranges, respectively [3]. Due to
the very big number of sensors, this approach
can become very expensive as well as highly
prone to sensor failures and false alarms.
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Reviews on different methods like vibration
measurements in the time and frequency
domains, sound measurements, the shock pulse
method and the acoustic emission technique
have been studied [43,44].
2) Oil analysis: monitors the oil quality for
contamination and moister, and safeguarding
the components that are being lubricated for
unusual characteristics. Oil analysis is mostly
executed by taking oil samples off line. On-line
analysis is also available now when access is
limited. In many cases online debris analysis is
becoming favourable in cases where faults can
propagate very quickly. This type of approach
will increase accuracy in detection and system
reliability. Online detection technologies are
generally three types: pressure drop sensing,
electromagnetic sensing and optical debris
sensing [45].
3) Thermography: used for monitoring and failure
diagnosis of electronic and electric components.
Heat generated (hot spots) from loose or bad
contacts or degenerated components is detected.
This method is generally not sufficient because
component temperature can also be influenced
by the surroundings. Therefore, it is nearly never
used as a primary method of diagnosis but often
as a secondary monitoring method. Nowadays,
infrared cameras are being used to create images
of cracks on rotor blades by visualization of
blade temperature. This method can pinpoint
cracks efficiently as well as impending threat of
damage [46].
4) Visual Inspection: or observation can serve as a
supplement to other monitoring techniques. It
includes audible sound detections, and sensory
detection of heat and vibration as well as
inspection for malformations. This technique is
used to monitor all visible components in a WT
like rotor blades, nacelles, bearings, generators,
yaw drive, etc.… This monitoring method
depends a lot on the extensive experience of the
inspector thus it is highly subjective and prone
to personal errors.
5) Optical Fibre Monitoring: Optical fibre sensors
are a very promising technology but still very
expensive. Optical Fibre monitoring will have to
wait some more years to become a cost effective
method of monitoring. They might become very
utile in detecting damage in rotor blades since
they can be installed inside the blades and are not
affected by any exterior conditions.

6) Electrical Stator Current Monitoring: Most wind
turbine condition monitoring techniques require
to collect signals from numerous mechanical
sensors which are costly and difficult to
implement in already installed wind turbines [3].
Electrical sensors installed inside and on the
generator are being recommended by many
authors in recent literature as they are easy to
implement compared to the mechanical ones and
they are non-evasive [47-50]. The measurement
of the stator current of the generators can lead to
the detection of both electrical failures and
mechanical failures in the drive train, by looking
at the harmonics in the stator current created by
propagating faults. Stator current analysis has
many advantages with respect to other detection
and monitoring methods. In most cases, current
and voltage signals can be acquired by extremal
measuring devises like voltage and current
transformers, during the machine operation.
They are also non-invasive methods that require
no sensors which in their own, sum up to 14% of
faults that WTs suffer from. [52-55]. Electrical
resistance can be used to detect defects in certain
structural components of WTs. Since stiffness in
the structures can cause a change in electrical
resistance, any sudden variation can help detect
fatigue damage. This method is still laboratory
confined and theoretical [56].
7) Strain Measurements: usually used to predict the
life time and high stress levels of the blades.
Strain gauge sensors installed on the blade send
out signals that are interpreted with signal
processing algorithms. Geibal and al. [57] show
in their study how strain gauge sensors can
monitor load on the WT blades.
8) Acoustic Emission (AE) Monitoring: It
functions through sensors which are glued by
low attenuation flexible glue to the component.
They “listen” for any abnormal sound, or audible
noise. This method is considered more robust for
low-speed operation of WT when compared
vibration analysis. AE is more capable of
identifying early faults in bearings of the
gearbox. Primary cause of acoustic emissions in
WTs are cracks propagating in metal and it has
been successful in predicting early faults more
efficiently than some methods such as vibration
analysis method. Many authors have
demonstrated the ability of AE fault detection in
radially loaded ball bearings at different speed
ranges, in monitoring bearings and gearboxes
and for detecting damage in blades of a WT. [43,
58-59].
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9) Shock Pulse Method (SPM): This method is a
quantitative method that detects shocks that
occur when a bearing ball comes in contact with
debris or strikes a damaged area in the raceway.
Piezoelectric Transducers a type of vibration
sensors detect these signals which are compared
against normalized shock values to give an alarm
in case of fault [60].
10) Radiographic
Inspection:
Radiographic
imagery or X-ray is advantageous for its
accuracy in locating damage or cracks in WT
blades and other internal structural components.
X-rays are efficient in detecting very small
cracks in the laminate of WT blades [61].
11) Ultrasonic monitoring (UT): The propagation
of UT waves through the surface and subsurface
of blades and tower allow the location of a
defect also the type of this defect detected can
be estimated, thus providing a reliable method
of determining the material properties of WT
components. UT is used to make images of the
inner structure of a blade as well as for
inspecting the multi-layered structure and
pinpointing defects such as delamination. UT
imagery can help find the shape of the defect as
well as its dimension [62, 63]. Signal processing
methods used to further interpret imagery by
UT are time frequency transforms and wavelet
transforms. [64].
12) Performance Monitoring: Power values, rotor
rotational speed, wind speed and angle of blade
are related to each other. These relations can be
used to detect early signs of failures in WTs.
Authors have studied the effect of flickering of
voltage and power with turbulent wind as others
have studied power and torque generated with
wind time series taken in the field as measured
by an anemometer.
5. DATA PROCESSESING TECHNIQUES
Various data processing techniques such as
algorithms and models have been developed to
analyse and interpret data to extract useful
information for further diagnostic and prognostic
purpose. Data processing techniques depend on the
type of data collected. It can be value type data,
waveform data or multidimensional data. Data
processing for waveform or multidimensional data
like imagery is called signal processing. Since
Signals from WTs are usually non stationary due to
the various loads applied on the system, precise
data analysis is very important to have a reliable
condition monitoring system. Many data
processing methods have been reviewed in

literature. The process of extracting information
from any raw signal is called feature extraction. In
the sections below, we will highlight the most used
methods for signal processing and feature
extraction in WT condition monitoring and
diagnosis. In Table 3, the most widely used are
listed.
5.1 Time and Frequency analysis techniques
Various data processing techniques such as
algorithms and models have been developed to
analyse and interpret data to extract useful
information for further diagnostic and prognostic
purpose. Data processing techniques depend on the
type of data collected. It can be value type data,
waveform data or multidimensional data [66]. Data
processing for waveform or multidimensional data
like imagery is called signal processing. Since
Signals from WTs are usually non stationary due to
the various loads applied on the system, precise data
analysis is very important to have a reliable
condition monitoring system. Many data processing
methods have been reviewed in literature. The
process of extracting information from any raw
signal is called feature extraction. In the Sections
below, will be highlighted the most used methods
for signal processing and feature extraction in WT
condition monitoring and diagnosis. Signal
processing techniques for vibration data and
acoustic data are called waveform data analysis.
They can be either analysed in the time domain or
in the frequency domain or in the time-frequency
domain together.
5.2 Time domain analysis
Time domain analysis is the simplest of the three
techniques mentioned. The time domain approach
is based on the discrete time signal itself being
directly analysed by filtering or averaging
convolution or correlation.
It requires the computation and comparison of
the statistical features available from the vibration
data by which particular faults can be classified and
identified. It calculates time domain features like
peak to peak intervals, mean (μ), variance (σ2),
Root Mean Square (RMS), Kurtosis (Kt), Skewness
(Sn), and normalized central moments of higher
order. This method is commonly used for analysing
gear and bearing fault signals [48]. To calculate
derivatives that are in random or arbitrary order,
applying the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) on
a time signal and then deriving it in frequency
domain and then using inverse FFT to reconstitute
the time signal is an efficient method.
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5.3 Frequency domain analysis
Frequency domain analysis sometimes called
spectral analysis. Frequency analysis is typically
used for monitoring and diagnosis of gearboxes and
machines that have roller bearings. Main failure
manifests in the degradation of bearings, and this
will exhibit an increase in characteristic frequencies
related to the bearings. This method is widely used
over time domain analysis for its ability to isolate
certain frequency components that are of interest.
The most used and conventional in spectral analysis
is the power spectrum by means of Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) and the methods are:
1) Power spectrum: this uses the Fast Fourier
Transform (FFT) which is a special case of
discrete FT. It is employed to search for
periodic peaks in the power spectrum [67]
2) Envelope Method: mainly consists of a bandpass filter followed by a demodulation and a
fast Fourier transformation. To include
resonance frequency, a band-pass filter should
be used to focus on a range of frequencies which
must be wide enough. For example the Hilbert
transform is a type of envelope analysis that has
been used for machine fault detection and
diagnosis [68]. Other useful spectra for signal
processing include Cepstrum. This spectrum
analysis method has the ability to detect
harmonics in power spectrum [69].
5.4 Time–frequency analysis
Time–frequency analysis uses more systematic
band pass filter that are sharper and can provide a
filtering of a wider range of oscillation frequencies,
thus providing a more exact feature extraction from
fault signals.
Time frequency analysis can be implemented
using Wavelet Transform, Short Time Fourier
Transform and Wigner-Ville distribution [70-71].
For variable-speed wind turbine operation, wavelet
analysis has been recently accepted for feature
extraction, as compared to faster Fourier transform
(FFT) and envelop analysis tools developed earlier
[66].
1) Wavelet Analysis Methods uses functions that
assigns a frequency to each component by
dividing the system to different scale
components. It is a signal processing method in
the time-frequency domain. It is isolated with
respect to time and spatial location as well as
isolated of frequency. The technique has been
employed in different applications, but its use in
fault diagnostics and monitoring of machines is

still young. It decomposes a fault signal into a
wavelet levels and issues a time-frequency
rendition of that signal. Due to the finite length
and the irregularity of shape of wavelets, this
method has been proven to be successful in
analysing transitory signals. Wavelet transform
are still the most useful in predicting faults in
the bearings and gearbox as well as predicting
some generator faults. Wavelet transform come
in three forms [70]:
a) Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT):
This technique gives information with
regard to the correlation between the mother
wavelet and the signal, which is being
analysed in both time domain and frequency
domain.
b) Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT): In
practice, one deals with discrete or sampled
signals and DWT is mostly used. This
transform
permits
a
methodical
decomposition of the signal into its sub
band levels. Since each faults affects the
system differently, in case of stator currents,
the wavelet transform contributes a superior
approach for features extraction, which
contributes a solid premises for the
extracting of the next feature.
c) Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) is
used to decompose a nonlinear and nonstationary signal into a finite number of
intrinsic modes without prior knowledge of
the signal. This method is useful in
detecting
frequencies.
Demodulation
methods came into the light and they are
becoming state of the art. Most electrical
machine faults lead to stator current
modulation in terms of amplitude and
frequency.
d) These signature manifest in faults like
bearings, gearbox, broken rotors and shaft
misalignment.
Various authors have studied fault diagnostic
methods and condition monitoring techniques for
machinery, in general and for WT in particular.
Vibration measurement is a very typical choice of
monitoring method for gearbox. Spectrum analysis
is also a popular choice. Earlier, authors like
Hameed.Z et al [48] and C.Hatch [72], have
developed the FFT and the envelop methods. In
later years, Time-Frequency analysis and in
particular wavelet transforms has been widely
accepted for feature extraction in cases of variable
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speed WT operation. Huang and al. [73] studied
gearbox fault classification using wavelet neural
network based on vibration spectrum analysis.
S.Yang et al. [74], presented a study for gearbox
faults classification as well as a neural network
based diagnostic method. W.Yang et al. [51], used
discrete wavelet transform (DWT) to deal with the
noise-rich signals from wind turbine measurements,
also the authors used electrical signal analysis to
identify mechanical faults on the drive train and for
gear eccentricity. D.J.lekou et al. [75], studied the
usage of vibration monitoring in parallel with
Acoustic Emission (AE), temperature data and
rotational speed data to monitor WT health.
The statistic study proved that AE data is a very
reliable indicator that damage exists and to what
extent the severity of the damage is during dynamic
operation of wind turbine. Authors like
M.R.Wilkinson et al. [76], studied the utility that
the torque measurement has for drive train fault
detection. When a fault happens inside the rotor, a
shift in the torque-speed ratio may occur. By using
this information detection of rotor faults like rotor
imbalance is made possible. Also an important
method of fault detection in gearbox bearings is
based on the finite element simulation. Chen et al.
[77] used wavelet transforms on the output signals
of a finite element simulation which was set up to
diagnose the stress level of roller bearings in a WT
gearbox. Doguer and Strackeljan [78] studied the
vibration structure generated by small roller
bearings defects and applied suitable time domain
features to extract 32 features from the time signal.
Two test rigs were set up. Their method proved to
be useful in cases of high order derivatives.
Generators are the main cause of faults in WT,
whereas gearboxes are the main cause of downtime.
Induction generators are the most popular currently
in the WT industry and 40% of their faults are
related to bearings, while 38% and 10% are related
to stator and rotor respectively. Induction machines
manifest many fault phenomena which include but
are not limited to rotor unbalance, increased torque
pulsations and decreased torque, harmonics in
phase current etc.
Some authors studied the recent advancement of
condition monitoring on rotating machinery in
general and on WT generators in particular Lu et al.
[32] and . Amirat et al. [19] reviewed the recent
advancements in rotating machinery condition
monitoring systems. S.Watson et al [49] were
interested in the power output of the generator of a
WT and experimented on a condition monitoring

system using wavelets. Khaled B et al. [50] studied
a condition monitoring system based on electrical
torque pulsation measurements for a WT generator.
Shorted winding coil is a very critical electrical
fault which affects the generator synchronous
reactance and which propagates rapidly where
immediate action should be taken. W.Yang et al.
[53] diagnosed the shorted coil by applying
mechanical and electrical signatures. Current,
voltage and power proved to be effective in
detecting shorted winding coil as well as the torque
speed signatures. But winding coil defects are very
fast in comparison to other mechanical faults so
accuracy and response time is a matter to be
addressed when dealing with diagnosis of such
defects.
Wilkinson et al. [76] detected shorted coil by
using the shaft speed through wavelet analysis. E.
Al-Ahmar et al. [54] Conducted a study based on
DFIGURE (Double fed induction generator), using
a specific discrete wavelet transform. Popa et al
[34] conducted an experimental study on fault
diagnosis of a DFIGURE. S.Watson and Xiang [79]
used the power signal of the generator to detect
rotor misalignment and bearing faults, also
applying both FFT and wavelet analysis. The
results showed the utility of their method in
detecting faults earlier on.
S.Watson and Dorrell [80] as well as other
authors [81-83] have suggested the use of the stator
current to obtain induction machine condition. The
machine faults are related to current harmonics
because the relation between them is well
established. These authors studied stator-winding
faults, rotor bars fault, static and dynamic
eccentricity and bearing faults. Benbouzid [84]
introduced a feature extraction technique for a
motor’s signature, for prediction of its health. The
harmonic content of motor currents and the
instantaneous power are used to predict the health.
A bispectrum, high-resolution spectrum and
wavelet transform as a medium tools for motor fault
detection are used and compared. Their study can
be used as guidelines for selecting the most
appropriate diagnosis tool for motor diagnosis.
Benbouzid [84] and Najjari [85] have used
Park’s vector patterns for detecting machine supply
faults, such as voltage imbalance and single
phasing. Sam [86] and Sarkar [87] applied wavelet
transform for condition monitoring of three-phase
induction motor. The harmonics of the stator
current, have a relation with the motor health
conditions.
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Two difficulties appeared; the fluctuation in the
machine speed and supply frequency. Their
experiment showed that the application of wavelet
transform for the detection of twice slip frequency
in the stator current was unsuccessful The other
subsystems of the drive train which include rotor
blades, pitch control and hydraulic system also
manifest faults. Strain measurement is a typical
method for studying the integrity of rotor blades.
G.Geibal and al. [88] show in their study how
strain gauge sensors can monitor load on the WT
blades. Similarly, M. Volanthen [89] and L. Boger
et al [90], used strain measurement methods with
fibre optics. Authors like T.Buono et al [91] studied
the utility of AE sensors for fault detection, while
Yuzi et al [92] studied detection by shock pulse
method through piezoelectric impact sensors.
Maintaining Blade pitch control is important for the
healthy operation. Pitch control is usually run by
hydraulic actuators and electric motors. While both
are very useful, hydraulic actuators are more robust
in extreme aerodynamic loading situations.
Pitching angle is very important, any asymmetry in
it will lead to complete shutdown. Y. Kong and Z.
Wang [93] created a dynamic model for the
hydraulic pitch mechanism in the case of variable
speed WT. They used the control signal of the pitch
system for fault detection in the valve.
6. PATTERN RECONGNITION
TECHNIQUES
Faults diagnostics of machinery depend on
pattern recognition of information which can be
done manually by highly trained personnel. This
can be done with graphical tools such as spectrum
graphs, wavelet phase graphs, power spectrum and
phase spectrum graphs, etc.… but human error is
always an issue. This makes automatic pattern
recognition highly desirable. Signals can be
classified according to the extracted information
and features of these signals. Statistical, Artificial
Intelligence (AI) diagnostic methods and modelbased diagnostic methods will be emphasized
below.
6.1 Statistical Approach
Statistical approach is a common method of fault
diagnostics is to detect whether a specific fault is
present or not based on the available condition
monitoring
information
without
intrusive
inspection of the machine.

1) Statistical Process Control (SPC). This is a
conventional method that works in separating
the historical data of each machine life cycle
into two zones: stable zone and failure zone.
The principle behind this method is to measure
the deviation between normal operating
conditions that are represented by a reference
signal and the current signal to see whether the
current signal is within the control limits or not.
2) Cluster Analysis: this is a multivariate analysis
method. This approach groups signals into
categories of faults based on the similarity of
their extracted features. Results of a cluster
analysis is a number of different groups with
similar signals within the same group. Grouping
signals depends on certain similarity distance
measures between two signals. Some of these
distance metrics are Euclidean distance,
Mahalanobis
distance,
Kullback–Leibler
distance and Bayesian distance [94-96].
3) Hidden Markov Model (HMM): is a tested
model for condition monitoring data and
analysing it. The model is made up of two
stochastic processes: a Markov chain with finite
number of states describing an underlying
mechanism and an observation process
depending on the hidden state.
6.2 AI Approach
AI techniques have been increasingly applied to
machine diagnosis and have shown improved
performance over conventional approaches. In
practice, however, it is not easy to apply AI
techniques due to the lack of efficient procedures
to obtain training data and specific knowledge,
which are required to train the models. So far, most
of the applications in the literature just used
experimental data for model training. In literature,
the below listed are the most popular AI techniques
for machine diagnosis.
1) Artificial Neural Networks (ANN): is a
computational model which consists of a
network of parallel interconnections that mimic
the structure of the human brain. It is made up
of simple processing elements or neurons that
comprises a node and a weight. ANN is
“trained” to learn about an unknown function by
observing the input and output and then
adjusting its weights. A principle benefit ANN
model is its ability to diagnose signals that are
fuzzy. The main limitation in ANN is the
difficulty in the training process as well as the
physical interpretation of the trained model.
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2) Evolutionary algorithms (EA): which are
mainly genetic algorithms and they copy the
natural evolutionary process of a population.
They have proved their success in machine fault
diagnosis. They include the likes of artificial ant
and bee colonies. The Artificial Bee Colony
(ABC) algorithm is a swarm intelligence
approach which duplicates the intuitive
deportment of foraging honey bees. The first
studies done on ABC algorithm were testing the
performance against other well-known
algorithms like the Genetic Algorithm (GA),
Differential Evolution (DE), and Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO),
3) Expert systems (ES): use domain expert
knowledge in a computer program to perform
reasoning for problem solving. This comes in
contrast to ANNs which learn knowledge by
observation of data with known inputs and
outputs. ESs consist of many reasoning
methods but the main ones are model-based,
case-based and rule-based reasoning methods.
ES have a main limitation with the reasoning.
This phenomenon is called combinatorial
explosion which refers to the computation
problem caused when the number of rules
increase exponentially as the number of
variables increases.
6.3 Model Based Approach
This approach is based on the mathematical
model of the machine to be monitored. Methods of
residual generation such as Kalman filter and
parameter estimation are dependent on residual
signals which indicate presence of a fault in a
machine. These approaches are very effective in
comparison to model free methods when based on
accurate model design.
J. Ma and C.J .Li [97] have used hypothesis
testing for fault diagnosis. This testing method can
be described based on two hypothesis problems; a
null hypothesis H0: Fault X is present, against an
alternative hypothesis H1: Fault X is not present.
Test statistics are constructed in order to be able to
decide whether to accept the null hypothesis H0 or
not. Fugate et al. [98] discussed the use of SPC in
fault detection. In his book, A.R. Webb [99]
highlights many cluster methods for determining
signal groups. C.K Mechefske [100] studied a
commonly used algorithm in machine fault
classification. It is called “nearest neighbour
algorithm” and it works in combining two groups
that are the closest into one new group. It then

calculates the “nearest neighbour” distance
between two separate groups. Q. Sun et al. [101]
spoke about pattern recognition and how to
determine the boundary distance between two
adjacent groups by using a discriminant function.
Many authors used different types of distance
measures or distance metrics in their literature. Pan
et al. [102] are proposing an extended symmetric
Itakura distance for signals represented in time–
frequency distributions. Ding et al. [103] in their
work were studying a new distance metric for
machine fault diagnosis called the quotient
distance. A technique called support vector
machine (SVM) is usually employed to optimize a
boundary curve in the sense that the distance of the
closest point to the boundary curve is maximized
[104].
The HMM described earlier is also a very useful
method in fault diagnosis and has been studied by
many authors in literature. In recent studies, M. Ge
et al. [105] and Z. Li et al. [106] both considered an
HMM with hidden states having no physical
meaning for each machine condition (normal and
faulty). They then used the trained HMMs to
decode an observation with an unknown machine
condition. Y.Xu and M. Ge [107] offered an HMM
based intelligent fault diagnosis system. D. Ye et
al. [108] introduced a new application of a twodimensional HMM based on time–frequency
analysis. The application of ANNs in machine fault
diagnosis has been studied by many researchers.
Many models are available.
The most widely used ANN in machinery fault
diagnosis is the Feedforward neural network
(FFNN) structure with Back Propagation (BP)
training algorithm [79, 109-111]. In earlier years a
special case of FFNN was applied for pattern
recognition and classification in machine fault
diagnosis. Nejjari and Benbouzid [84-85], studied
a FFNN with a BP training algorithm to test the
machine condition by testing the patterns of the
park vectors, the authors experimental result claim
the reliability of this method.
Z. He et al. [112] studied the application of a
multilayer feedforward network. B.A Paya et al.
[113] applied FFNN as a diagnosis method for
rotating machines using wavelets. B. Samanta et al.
[114] applied time frequency domain features with
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FFNN to diagnose bearings. W.R Becraft and P.L
Lee [115] developed an AI system for the fault
diagnosis in industrial scale chemical process
plants. Another type of neural network is cascaded
correlation neural network (CCNN). CCNN have
some advantages in comparison with FFNN.
The main difference is that the network structure
and the number of nodes need not be determined at
the initial stage. Also CCNN is preferable with
online training. J.K Spoerre [116] used CCNN for
the classification of bearings fault and proved the
reliability and accuracy of this technique in
diagnosing faults by using minimum knowledge
about the networks structure. Neural networks can
be one of two types; supervised and unsupervised.
The ones that are mentioned above are
supervised. Supervised neural networks are trained
using sets of experimental data for known faults.
Unsupervised neural networks teach themselves
from new information and do not depend on
external input.
TABLE 3: Typical Methods of Data analysis
Data Analysis Commonly Used Faults
Technique
Method
Analyzed.
Time and frequency analysis techniques
Time domain
Fast Fourier
Analyzing gear
Transform (FFT) and bearing fault
signals
Frequency
Power spectrum
Monitoring and
domain
diagnosis of
gearboxes and
machines that
have roller
bearings
Time-Frequency
Wavelet
Bearings and
domain
transform
gearbox faults,
generator faults
like shortened
coil by use of
shaft speed.
Pattern Recognition Techniques
Statistical
Cluster Analysis Electric machine
analysis
faults
Artificial
Artificial Neural Electric machine
Intelligence
Network (ANN)
faults and
Expert Systems
generator
(ES)
maintenance
Bearing fault
Neural/Fuzzy or
Induction motor
Fuzzy/Neural
faults
Model-based
Kalman filters
Faulty physical
parameters of
DFIG.

R.M Tallman et al. [117] were interested in
applying unsupervised self-training neural
networks for the electrical machine faults
classification. Various researchers have become
interested to fuse Fuzzy logic with neural networks
as well as Neural Network with EA and ESs for
better decision making.
She et al. [112] discussed the fuzzy relationships
between symptoms and causes of faults. They also
reviewed the high nonlinearity between the input
and the output of the network. S. Mitre and S. Pal
[118] looked into the application of the fuzzy
version of the multilayer perceptron. Buckley and
Hayashi [119] describe the construction of a hybrid
neural net that is identical computationally to a
fuzzy logic expert system. Ahmed and Kothari
[120] have reviewed traditional mathematical
techniques for generator maintenance as well as
various advanced diagnostic methods, such as ESs,
fuzzy logic, and EAs for generator maintenance.
An example was presented in [121] for the
application of fuzzy logic in the classification of
frequency spectra representing several bearing
faults. Depold and Gass [122] studied the
combined application of both neural networks and
ESs in gas turbine diagnostics.
Liu et al. [123] applied fuzzy logic and ESs to
build a fuzzy ES for bearing fault detection. Yang
et al. [124] applied a case-based ES combined with
an ART-Kohonen neural network to enhance fault
diagnosis. Their study showed that this approach
outperformed the map-based system with respect to
classification rate. Penman and Yin [125]
discussed the feasibility of using unsupervised
neural network for condition monitoring of three
phase induction motor. They used the Kohenen’s
feature map. Vibration harmonics are inputs. The
condition of the machine was reflected by watching
the outputs. The conclusion for their study was that
accuracy in fault diagnosis using an unsupervised
neural networks is less than when applying a
supervised, but it is more convenient for automatic
diagnostic due to the fact that it doesn’t depend on
external data and can teach itself. Goode [126] and
Chow [127] have presented in two papers the
methodology of extracting heuristic knowledge
from neural/fuzzy system based incipient faults of
induction motors. These authors were able to use
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the quantitative information obtained from the
neural network to provide qualitative information
concerning the health of a machine. The faults of
the bearing and the stator winding of a single phase
induction motor are considered and the authors
based the machine diagnosis on the current and
speed of the rotor.
Bennouna et al. [128-130] conducted various
studies based on the model-based approach with
residual analysis. They showed that this method
has an advantage in identifying the faulty physical
parameters in a DFIGURE generator which unlike
signal signatures are not dependent on the load
conditions. But it was in [130] that in case of a
nonlinear system like a generator with variable
speed, linearization is necessary because the
analysis was based on a linear system assumption.
Durovic et al. [131] like Bennouna el al. [128-130]
had the same idea of identifying abnormally
manifested physical parameters and conducted
another model-based diagnosis study on DFIG
wind turbine. The faults considered were winding
unbalance and excitation unbalance on either the
stator or rotor. They constructed a test rig with a 4pole and 30-kW wound-rotor machine, coupled to
a converter-controlled DC machine and their
results were verified with experimentation.
Authors like Karaboga et al. [132-133],
emphasized the importance of how genetic
algorithms like the artificial bee colony can
optimize system feature extractions using the
natural selection by conducting a comparison
between various methods.
7. CONCLUSION
WT have made a huge advancement in
technology in the recent years and the increasing
number of WT installed in farms that are connected
to power grids require a very reliable operation.
But even with increased popularity, WTs still
suffer from failures in the different levels of their
assembly. As illustrated in Figure 8 of this paper,
the main failure issues for WT are related to the
gearbox, the generator and the electronic control
system, which are the elements that cause the most
downtime to the whole WT system.

These failures are interrelated because, defects
in generator and control system, among other
defects can propagate to cause torsional reversal in
the bearings of the gearbox that can cause severe to
gearbox itself.
Failures in the Sensors are known to be frequent
and are cause of 14% of total system failures. Grid
related faults can also affect the grid side converter
causing short circuit failures to propagate into the
control system and then into the generator. O.
Beniuga et al. [134 -135] have studied and assessed
the effect of grid disturbances on WT converters
and the methods of protection. In fact, authors like
Peter Fogh Odgaard and al. [65-66], who are
addressing these matters in an interesting manner,
proposed a complete WT model as a test
benchmark and performed many severe fault
scenarios to study the best fault detection and
isolation technique, and also extended their studies
to a benchmark wind farm model to further study
the faults that are better monitored at a farm level.
From the above bibliography review, fault
detection methods for WT drive trains were mainly
based on vibratory analysis and acoustic analysis
which till this day are the go to and most reliable.
But they are based on the collection of data through
a large number of sensors that themselves can
become faulty. It is interesting to combine the
stator current signature analysis method with
different pre-processing methods like Neural
Networks that can be equally successful and even
better.
It is clear that the most successful data
processing methods and widely used ones are
based on the time-frequency analysis. DWT in the
time-frequency domain helps extract features from
stator currents in the various faulty conditions, but
the issue is that there is a very large number of
features that can affect the calculation time
directly. To overcome this matter, AI methods of
data analysis have shown a superior ability to
detect faults such as ANN function with less
computation time and with no need for prior
knowledge of system model parameters. ANN are
a sophisticated machine learning technique that are
applied to solve problems of classification as well
as predictions.
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For a future extension of this he study which is
a part of a PhD research, a model of an advanced
ANN algorithm to deal with the fault diagnosis and
classification problem, optimized with an ABC
algorithm to select significant features prior
extracted by a DWT, and that are carrying the best
information in order to optimize the ANN will be
done. Such an ANN-ABC hybrid technique looks
very promising. The future research will be
implemented in a way where several severe faults
will be simulated on the drive train and generator
of WT equipped with DFIG. The stator current
signal will be measured and containing the fault
harmonics will be analysed by DWT. As a result of
that, fault data matrix will be extracted and used for
training and testing the ANN. A precise method for
diagnosis and classification of faults by confusion
table methods will help prove the hypothesis that
the ABC has the ability to isolate the signals with
the most important features, thus decreasing the
number of useless features yielding less
computation time and producing a better
classification for the ANN.
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